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“Brands in the household cleaning market need to move
beyond basic cleaning and provide extra health benefits. As
consumers are increasingly cleaning the house themselves,

the role cleaning can play in improving mental health is
widely recognised and presents opportunities for product

development and marketing.”
– Alice Li, Senior Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• As natural and effective as homemade cleaners
• Clean for mental health
• Pets enter the equation

Chinese consumers continue to be actively engaged in household cleaning, and show positive attitudes
towards it. With the help of effective household cleaners and innovative cleaning tools, cleaning the
house is no longer a tedious and exhausting chore, but has some emotional benefits besides
maintaining a healthy living environment. This spells good news for brands in the household cleaning
market to change the image of the category as ‘low-engagement’ commodities, by reacting to changes
in modern consumers’ lifestyles and providing extra health benefits beyond cleaning.
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Figure 23: Examples of scrub-free household cleaners, Ireland and UK, 2017
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…but even high earners may use alternatives
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Floor and bathroom/tile cleaners are less likely to be replaced
Figure 36: Household cleaners used in the last six months, by attitudes towards household cleaners, December 2018

80% of MinTs take the main household cleaning responsibility
Figure 37: Household cleaning responsibility, by consumer classification, December 2018
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